
PEACE RIVER REGIONAL DISTRICT

PLEASE REPLY TO:
■ BOX 810, 1981 ALASKA AVENUE, DAWSON CREEK, BC VIG 4H8  TELEPHONE:  250) 784-3200 OR (800) 670-7773 FAX: (250) 784-3201

EMAIL:  prrd.dc@prrd.bc.ca
9505 – 100th Street, Fort St. John, BC V1J 4N4  Telephone:  (250) 785-8084 Fax:  (250) 785-1125                    EMAIL:  prrd.fsj@prrd.bc.ca

                                                                       email to: FIN.Minister@gov.bc.ca

Office of: Electoral Area ‘C’ Director     October 24, 2014

The Honourable Michael de Jong
Minister of Finance
PO Box 9048, Stn Prov Gov’t.,
Victoria, BC    v8W 9E2

Dear Mr. Minister:

Re:  Costs of proposed Site C

In your capacity as Minister of Finance you will soon be engaged in a decision making process whether or not
to proceed with construction of the proposed Site C project.

In my capacity as Director for Electoral Area ‘C’ of the Peace River Regional District, which coincidently
contains the proposed Site C dam site I have presented an impact statement and a request for compensation,
attached. This is known as Undertaking #28 as requested by the Joint Review Panel on January 14, 2014.
These conditions, which are designed to protect the interests of my constituents, have not been addressed by
either the Joint Review Panel or the proponent, BC Hydro.

I would request that you read the attachment (Undertaking #28) and consider these costs and cumulative
impacts prior to your decision.  These issues need to be addressed prior to any consent to proceed.

It is worthy to note that the W.A.C. Bennett Dam was estimated to cost $400 million in 1961 by the then
Premier W.A.C. Bennett.  The actual construction costs including the transmission line to the coast cost $950
million by 1968.  This is a cost escalation in excess of 100% of the original estimate.  This suggests an
escalated cost to build Site C of $16 billion plus.

Former BC Hydro CEO Charles Reid, in a June 18, 2013 Alaska Highway news article stated that the
combined debt load of our public entity was $70 Billion.  Additionally the agency borrowed the annual dividend
to contribute to the Provincial budget.  This would suggest that BC Hydro is bankrupt.

This information adds fuel to the need to have this project referred to the BC Utilities Commission (BCUC) for
an independent review.  After all this was the intended purpose of BCUC when it was commissioned in the
early 1980’s.

Your due consideration of this letter would be appreciated.

Yours truly,

Director Arthur Hadland
Electoral Area ‘C’

Attachments:
c.c. – Liberal Caucus c.c. – Mike Bernier, MLA – PR South Peace
c.c. – John Horgan, Leader of the Official Opposition          c.c. -  Pat Pimm, MLA – PR North Peace
c.c. – Adam Olsen, Interim Leader, Green Party c.c. -  Vicki Huntington, Independent MLA

mailto:FIN.Minister@gov.bc.ca


PEACE RIVER REGIONAL DISTRICT

Office of: Director, Electoral Area ‘C’ January 14, 2014

POST PRESENTATION RESPONSE AS PER THE PANEL REQUEST

Dear Panelists

As per your request of December 13, 2013 (undertaking #28) for a more specific
mitigation for the 6300 citizens of Area C with the understanding that they
would be faced with reduced access to services due to the construction
activities of proposed Site C.

Firstly, a comment on cumulative impacts plus a discussion of the need for
Peace Basin Trust parallel to the Columbia River Basin Trust.

Secondly, mitigation requests for the citizens of Area C specific to the activities
of proposed Site C. This will be complemented by a suggestion for
implementation.

Lastly there is a discussion of items that do not have a meaningful mitigation
option, including a comment on the lack of a social licence within the Peace
Region on the part of BC Hydro and Power Authority (BCHPA).

Arthur A. Hadland
Director of Area C
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BOX 810, DAWSON CREEK. BC VIG 4H8 TELEPHONE: (250) 784-3200 or (800) 670-7773 FAX: (250) 784-3201 EMAIL: prrd.dc@prrd.bc.ca
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Firstly, students of history understand that the past predicts the future.

BCPHA’s commitment to ensuring health and prosperityfor the Peace Region

over the past 57 years is sadly lacking...

Therefore, there needs to be a directed effort to ensure that this public utility

(BCHPA) be held accountable for returning and contributing to our community

for future and past benefits accruing to BCHPA.

As Director of Area C, the first request is to have the Panel require the

establishment of the Peace Basin Trust in the amount of $400 Million. This

Trust would be dedicated to the future of the Peace Valley and the community

of Hudson’s Hope in recognition of the negative aspects of the 57 year Flood

Reserve and the loss of economic opportunities caused by the two existing

reservoirs.

This trust would be a contractual agreement and be fully funded and in place

prior to any issuance of an Environmental Assessment Certificate for the

proposed Site C.

The beneficiaries to this Trust would be limited to Electoral Areas lying within

the Peace River Valley and the District Municipality of Hudson’s Hope.

This represents a small step focused on gaining a social licence on the part of

BCHPA.

Another part of this request is the Panel recommending a Minority Legacy

Agreement specific to Electoral Areas B and C and the District of Hudson’s

Hope.

The current Legacy Term Paper did not have the accord of Electoral Areas B, C
or the District Municipality of Hudson’s Hope. Again a contractual agreement

and full funding (to be determined) must be in place and begin immediately

upon the issue of an Environmental Assessment Certificate.

A management committee comprising of one member of the Comptroller of
Water Rights and four nominees from the affected areas are suggested as a
means to govern the mitigation points provided for this request.
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Secondly, the following mitigation measures are proposed as measures that
would partially recognize the sacrifices that the citizens of Area C would make
during the construction of proposed Site C. They are as follows:

1. The North Peace Solid Waste Site lies in a potential slumpage zone,
adjacent to the proposed reservoir, It has the potential to negatively
impact the proposed reservoir. Please refer to Weisgerber Report:
Quaternary Geology and Landforms of the Eastern Peace River Region of
British Columbia by N.R. Catto

Requested mitigation would be the closure of the landfill and replacement
of a new site in a central area (e.g. Del Rio) utilizing a cogeneration facility
producing electricity for the grid in conjunction with recycling initiatives.
The cost of relocating and upgrading this facility would be a mitigation
cost borne by the proponent.

2. The placement and retention of a permanent bridge across and
downstream of Site C is recommended. This would complement the
main access to the proposed dam site and provide a needed westerly
access to the southern part of the Province.

3. Siteing of a 500 person camp above the Old Fort will be tantamount to
placing a small village beside this rural community. Issues such as traffic,
nuisance factors, policing, hospital, ambulance and utility services are all
items that have not been adequately addressed. The residents of
Grandhaven and the Old Fort need full consideration prior to any
construction activity. This site needs to be moved to the south side of the
Peace River. Another option is to construct residential capacity within
the City of Fort St. John (with their consent). Precedence exists for this
suggestion wherein Pacific Petroleum constructed 70 new homes within
the then town to accommodate workers for the Taylor Refinery in 1957.
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4. The bulk of the residential area within Area C remains under serviced in
spite of booms caused by hydro dam construction and oil & gas
activities over the past 60 years As a current mitigation measure for the
citizens of Old Fort, Grandhaven, Clairmont and McLeod areas
(approximately 1200 homes lying within Area C) need to be provided
with water & sewer service. A provision for a liquid transfer station also
needs to be incorporated into this request.

Another factor is the discharge into the Peace River. It may be

undesirable to continue this practice if a reservoir replaces the flowing

river. It is suggested that spray irrigation on agricultural land would be an

alternative. This extra cost needs to be borne by BCHPA as a mitigation

measure.

5. Water Load Out BCHPA would be constructing a bulk water load out for
the proposed Site C project. It is requested that this be retained solely as
a domestic water source for the Area C community, after the project is
complete.

6. Fire Protection: The growth of population within Area C will be
unprecedented with the construction of the proposed dam site. It is
requested that a fully manned and maintained fire hall be constructed by
BCHPA in the vicinity of Old Fort/Grandhaven. The capital and
operational costs to be fully paid by BCHPA for the life of the dam.

7. HEALTH CARE
Our Hospital staffing will be over-taxed. It is understood that the
existing hospital has 55 beds available. It will be the professional
staffing that needs to be expanded to accommodate the increase
in population during the seven year construction period. It is
proposed that the increased operating costs be solely attributable
to Site C be borne by BCHPA during the dam construction. More
doctors, specialists and nurses funded by BCHPA are paramount.

• Ambulance service. This service also needs to be enhanced as it is

also taxed to the maximum. There needs to be additional capital
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and operational funding to respond to the extra population

demands anticipated during the 7 years of construction.

• Seniors Care facilities are in dire need of expansion. It is requested
that the proponent for this project fund the capital costs for Peace
Villa Ill. This request is justified by the influx of more people and
the need for more senior’s care. In addition, there is an immediate
need for expansion of the North Peace Seniors Independent Living
Spaces. A letter from the North Peace Seniors Association will be
forwarded later this week. It is requested that this be a migration
item that would be funded by BCHPA. This request is based on the
fact that there are a significant number of resident seniors who
worked on the first 2 dams.

8. Schools The local School District is anticipating the need for additional
space for 1000 pupils by 2017. Proposed Site C would accelerate this
need beyond the pace of the Ministry of Education’s ability to
accommodate SD #60 needs. A prime example is the slowness of the
Ministry of Education to complete land acquisition needs. Area C will
need more school space at Charlie Lake. It is the Director’s
recommendation that a new site be located in the Grandhaven area. This
site would service Clairmont and the new expansion on the West side of
the City of Fort St. John. In order to provide for safe passage over the
Alaska Highway, it is requested that an overpass be constructed either at
the junction of Old Fort Road #148 or Road 269. Both the capital funding
of the school and the overpass would be a direct consequence of
proposed Site C and this cost needs to be borne by that project.

9. Policing: Another local service that is taxed to the max. Additional
policing costs (both capital and operating) need to be funded by the
proponent during the dam construction period. This mitigation request
will need to complement the City of Fort St. John’s concerns in this arena.
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1O.Noise, dust and light disturbance: The network of construction access
roads, conveyor running 24/7 and the actual excavation at the quarry on
8S’ Avenue will be intrusive and overwhelming for these surrounding
citizens. Firstly, the most identifiable and constant impact will be the
noise on a 24/7 basis.
“Noise is more than just a nuisance. It constitutes a real and present
danger to people’s health. Day and night, at work and at play, noise can
produce serious physical and psychological stress. No one is immune to
this stress. People appear to adjust to noise by ignoring but the ear in
fact, never closes. The body at times still responds with extreme tension,
such as to a strange sound at night.
The most outward symptom of stress building up in humans, when faced
with noise is annoyance.
Exposure to excessive noise can also induce or aggravate stress related
health outcomes, including those on the cardiovascular system, immune
system, sleep, task performance, behavior, and mental health”. (Health
and Welfare Canada 1989)
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/articIe/pii/0165178189900474

This information and the significant noise, light and disturbance factors
need to be fully satisfied prior to any future decision-making. At present
the proponent (BCHPA) is not recognizing the interests of these impacted
citizens.

A second impact that the proponent (BCHPA) has missed or ignored is
that the noise and disturbance will cause the impacted residents to lose is
a significant and measurable loss of the rural lifestyle including actual
depreciation of the real property. It is doubtful that the surrounding
properties could be sold at fair market value during the construction
phase due to the previously mentioned negative impacts. In real property
terms the owners of these lands will lose a portion of their Bundle of
Rights described as quiet enjoyment. It is doubtful that this loss and the
peoples’ lifestyle losses can be meaningfully compensated.
The residents of the valley and surrounding uplands will suffer these same
effects plus the cumulative loss of quiet enjoyment going back to the
granting of Wenner-Gren’s charter over the Valley in 1957.
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It is suggested a specific policy designed to address these impositions on
impacted residences be developed recognizing the BC Expropriation Act.
The amending suggestions that Blair Lekstrom, the former Minister of
Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources, made at the Dawson Creek
Panel Hearing January 9th 2014 bear consideration in addressing Site C
land acquisitions. He certainly recognized that a 5% premium over
market value was not adequate compensation; instead he suggested a
factor of up to 100%, to recognize forced displacement.

11.PUBLIC SAFETY is an issue surrounding the proposed Site C reservoir.
The need to address and ensure public safety has become a priority at all
levels of Canadian government. A September 2009 Klohn Crippen Berger
and SNC Lavelin report produced for BC Hydro draws this factor to the
fore within the pondage of the proposed Site C project. Quote...
“The uncertainties in predicting both the extent and rate of the shoreline
impacts lead to the proposal to adopt an observational approach for
periodically reviewing and updating the reservoir impact lines after the
reservoir has been filled.’
The 200+ citizens of Old Fort (within Area C) lie immediately downstream
of the proposed dam site. This is a very real issue and they are
vulnerable to a dam break. The Teton Dam (Idaho) failed in 1976. It lay
in a sedimentary basin similar to the proposed Site C.
It is requested that BCHPA provide a written guarantee to those
residents of Area C that they and their property is totally safe and secure
from any dam breaks. It is further requested that the Panel recommend
the Federal, Alberta & British Columbia Ministries responsible for Public
Safety be co-signors of this guarantee. It is these ministers responsible
for public safety who have the role to investigate, report, and form their
respective opinions on the measures that will be taken to ensure public
safety or to recommend that the proposed project is too risky in terms of
ensuring public safety to be undertaken.

12.Land Use Issue on 35I Avenue (Shaman property), the proposed borrow
pit for fill for the dam site: This land has been zoned light-industrial by
the Peace River Regional District (PRRD). After the $14 Million purchase
by BCHPA, the use would potentially become heavy-industrial with all of
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its inherent impacts on the surrounding community. i.e. noise, dust,
traffic, etc. This needs to be mitigated to the satisfaction of the
neighboring property owners. Also this sale has removed 27 light
industrial properties from the local real estate market right when the
Regional community is on the cusp of extraordinary expansion in the gas
sector. As a mitigation measure it is requested that the proponent
replace these 27 lots in a location that is compatible with PRRD’s land use
bylaws. Secondly, as another mitigation measure there needs to be a
bond posted (accessible by Electoral Area C) that would provide full
rehabilitation of this site so that it is useable for future light industrial or
residential purposes. This action would take place immediately after the
site is not required for dam construction purposes.

13.MUSEUM: Our Heritage River, the oldest Caucasian habitations, Rocky
Mountain Fort (1794) and Rocky Mountain Portage Fort (1805), the
steamship landing areas, ancient archeological sites, and colonial history
need to be permanently celebrated. As a mitigation measure, it is
requested that the proponent be responsible for the capital cost and
operating costs of a world class museum. (To be located within Area C) for
the duration of the proposed Site C dam.
Location, focus and themes of the proposed museum would be
undertaken by a management committee consisting of the local Historical
Society, the Curator of the Simon Fraser Museum and the Provincial
Ministry responsible for Museums.
As a note aside, the former Minister of Education, A. J. Brummet, MLA for
Peace River North requested this facility in a letter to BCUC in 1981.

14.Expropriation threats and procedures: Residents inside and outside the
proposed pondage have been or will be subject to expropriation threats
and procedures. The passive land acquisition program has not been very
passive according to Mr. Roy Kelly’s presentation in Dawson Creek on
January 8, 2014. These forces have been in place since 1957. It is
suggested that this has stymied growth and development in the valley
and surrounding area. This is an ugly vehicle of convenience used by
Government authorities over people who through no fault of their own
are very negatively impacted by this power. It is all of the people of the
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valley who have lived this threat for the past 50+ years with no
recognition or compensation for this silent but omnipresent cloud over
their lives. This needs to be addressed in a meaningful manner.

15. Specific course curriculum on food production: As mitigation it is
requested that the Panel recommend to the Premier of BC that a specific
course curriculum on food production (agriculture/horticulture) be
mandatory at the primary, elementary and senior school levels. In a
small way this will serve to educate future generations about the
importance of BC’s river valleys and their food producing capabilities.
NOTE: Less than Y4 of 1% of BC’s population is currently engaged and has
knowledge of larger scale food production.

16.Reservoir rehabilitation: It is doubtful that much can be accomplished in
the rehabilitation of the valley after the pondage is no longer useable. It
is requested that an annual reserve fund be incorporated by legislation
into the operating budget for Site C for the duration of the dam. It will
be necessary to develop methods to undertake rehabilitation for the
drained reservoir prior to commencement of construction.

17.Weed control: an annual budget needs to be developed to ensure that
the pondage and its impact areas are managed to control or eliminate
noxious weeds.

18.Recreation: As a small mitigation measure, it is requested that the
Province enact a Provincial Park Status over fractional N1/2 of theSl/2
19-83-18 W6M. This site is a vacant piece of Crown Land that is locally
known as the Peace View Point or Old Fort View Point. It is a very high
use recreation area. It is located at the south end of 100th Street and
provides for a spectacular view of the Peace Valley. It is currently an
unregulated site of Vacant Crown Land. This request would be in addition
to enhanced public access to the reservoir after it is safe.
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19.North Peace Leisure Pool: This Regional District recreation facility
located within the City of Fort St. John is at its half-life. This facility will
be requiring replacement in 12 years. This facility is jointly funded by
Electoral Areas B and C and the City of Fort St. John. Replacement and
capital funding will be a challenge for our communities. It is requested
that BCHPA be engaged in providing a minimum of 50% of the capital
funding at the time of replacement, in recognition of the impacts that
the construction phase of Site C will have on our Regional Facility.

It is requested that all of these mitigation requests complete with
contractual agreements and committed funding be in place, prior to the
issuance of an Environmental Assessment Certificate.

Factors that are not mitigatable:

o losses to agriculture & horticulture
o loss of the land to farms, ranches and residents
o the loss of the river recreational experience
o loss to river fisheries
o loss of wildlife habitat
o loss of river history, archaeology and paleontology

This is a modest attempt to recognize the need for mitigation
effects for proposed Site C.
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SUMMARY

As Director of Area C I have real concerns that my constituents will be
overcome by the demands and logistics of this project. It is my earlier
suggestion that a moratorium be placed on this process. This would then
be followed up by the scrutiny and overview by BCUC.

Furthermore the projected expenditures and growth of the natural gas
industry and its potentially overloading impact unto the Peace
community needs to be addressed. These cumulative effects have been
suggested as becoming a five year industrial tsunami imposed over the
Peace Region. It is the constituents of Area C and their neighbours who
must be placed first before any power project development. Area C of
the PRRD would need significant extra financial resources to cope with
the effects of proposed Site C.

If the decision is to continue there needs to be written material and plans
ensuring that our Region’s mitigation concerns are fully addressed with a
contingency for ones that will undoubtedly surface. Fully committed
funds for the requested mitigation items and corresponding contractual
arrangements need to be in place, prior to the issuance of an
Environmental Assessment Certificate.

In addition I believe that the current governance model for Area C is

inadequate. This will need to be addressed by her citizens in the very

near future. An option is the consideration of a District Municipality

initiated by the citizens of Area C.

Sincerely,

Arthur A Hadland
Director of Area C
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ADDENDUM

Social Licence on the part of BCHPA is sadly lacking. A social licence may include
inclusiveness, accommodations, adhering to the principles of stewardship,
responsibility, commitment to the long term welfare of impacted communities,
acceptance, openness and transparency. The population of the Valley’s rural
community has been devastated and demoralized by 57 years of the shadow of
BCHPA’s flooding plans. The Hudson’s Hope community has shrunk from a
population of 1400 in 1978 down to present day population of 970. Sid Parker
(former mayor of Revelstoke) visited our Peace Region in July 2010. In in a talk
July 12 he confirmed that BC Hydro devastated his community and the
surrounding rural areas when the Columbia River was flooded.
This is also captured very well in Laurie Dressier’s research on the genesis of the
WAC Bennett Dam. (Reference: Designs for Disciplines An Introduction to
Academic Writing, 2003, Harnessing of the Peace: Economic and Environmental
Themes Amid Public Responses to the Construction of the Bennett Dam, 1957-
1968, page 253)

I will iterate that the Proponent has not earned social licence
• Area C Director was excluded from participation in the April 19, 2010

grand announcement ceremony
• Area C Director was initially excluded from the ‘Regional Government

Liaison Committee’ process
• Purpose of proposed Site C has shifted 5 times in 3 years
• In 1976 the Peace region was threatened with blackouts and brownouts if

Site C was not built ( did not happen)
• Exclusion of Site C from BCUC oversight
• Approximately $1/2 Billion was spent to justify the project with virtually

NO resources allocated to the other side of the story
• Polling of the uninformed used to justify the project
• Refusal to provide Trust Funding for the last 50 years for the existing WAC

Bennett and Peace Canyon completed projects
• Marginalizing the future value & utility of high quality farmland within the

valley
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• Unwillingness to recognize the negative aspects of cumulative impacts on
the valley, it’s resources and people

• Fiscal irresponsibility— How can BCHPA and its ratepayers have a debt of
$70 Billion?

• The unwillingness to recognize and respect community planning processes
Reference is made to PRRD By-law 1870, 2009 which enacts the North

Peace Fringe Area Official Community Plan. The purpose of this plan is to
provide a general statement of the existing and proposed land use and

service requirements in the areas covered by the Plan. It is important to

note that nowhere in the Plan is there reference to heavy industrial use

associated with hydro-electric dam or inundation. Rather there are strong
statements supporting agriculture (3.1) and recognizing the Peace River as

a proclaimed ‘Heritage River’ in support of Stewardship of the River

(Policy 10.3.15). This document has been signed off by The Ministry of

Community and Rural Development.

While it is recognized that the Act governing BCHPA activity gives the

agency precedence over Regional Law (seesection32,BCHPA). It is the

writer’s contention that the non-involvement of the Site C proponents in

the Regional land use planning process demonstrates a lack of a social

licence on the part of the proponent.
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BC Hydro CEO admits $70 billion obligation
July 4, 2013

Responding to Arthur Hadland, during a public discussion at a Fort St John Chamber of Commerce
meeting on June 18, BCHydro CEO Charles Reid confirmed that in total the corporation owed almost
$70 billion: $15 billion in longterm debt, $4.5 billion in deferral accounts, and some $50 billion in
future contractual obligations. He defended the position saying, deferral accounts represent
borrowings to finance current projects (such as smart meters and Demand Side Management) which
are expected to be paid back out of revenue from the corporation’s customers. The contractual
obligations mainly consist of guaranteed commitments to Independent Power Producers (IPP).
These obligations do not appear on the books of either BCHydro or the provincial government. The
debt, Reid said, was secured by $100 billion of assets. However, as these assets show up on the
2012 Annual Report as assets of a mere $21 billion. It would appear he is citing a replacement
cost—hardly an asset. According to BCHydro’s 2012 financial statements: net income was $558
million from total revenues of $4.7 billion; $230 million was paid to the provincial government.
http://islandtides.com/assets/reprint/bchydro_20130704.pdf

_________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________

Debt not okay: Hadland

Gaven Crites Photo
Charles Reid, BC Hydro president, speaks to a room of people gathered at the Stonebridge Hotel in Fort St. John June
18.

June 19, 2013 Gaven Crites
BC Hydro’s $14 billion debt was criticized in Fort St. John yesterday when the president of the public electric
utility company was speaking at the invitation of the Fort St. John Chamber of Commerce.

Charles Reid, president of BC Hydro, spoke about the company and gave an update on their ongoing projects
in the area, including the Site C dam.

Arthur Hadland, Peace River Regional District Area C director, asked Reid about the debt following Reid’s
speech to close to 50 people in a room at the Stonebridge Hotel.

“I feel that debt, especially with a public utility, is not a good thing,” Hadland said. “If the organization is
looking after business, and we have that much debt, I don’t think business is being looked at that well.”

Reid said it was a difficult question to answer.

http://islandtides.com/assets/reprint/bchydro_20130704.pdf


“It’s my opinion that our asset base is worth well over $100 billion, so is $14 billion of debt on an asset base
of that size badly leveraged? I’m not sure,” Reid said.

He said BC Hydro is working with the province on debt reduction and the company has to borrow money to
pay a dividend to the province, which doesn’t help the debt situation.

“What we’re doing with the debt, we’re investing,” Reid added. “We’re investing in B.C. We’re investing in
the asset.”

Hadland said he didn’t buy Reid’s argument.

“That was an accountant speaking,” Hadland said. “Debt is not okay. It’s not okay in your household, and
especially if it’s our public utility.”

Reid also talked about the Site C dam project. He said it’s currently under a very rigorous environmental
assessment process and he wouldn’t comment on whether he is confident it will get final approval from the
province.

“I believe in my heart that we need this,” Reid said of Site C. “We’re doing lots of work on that. That has to go
to fruition and we have to get a ruling. I’m just optimistic generally. I’m hopeful. Our people have done a
great job on that and we’ve put together a very good case from the environmental point of view. Once that
decision is reached, it’s entirely up to the province. It’s not our call. “

The proposed dam and hydroelectric generating station on the Peace River has been a contentious issue in
the Northeast for many years. Many residents, organizations and First Nations oppose the project on both
environmental and economic grounds. Reid said Site C is a big project, so it’s bound to attract many points of
view.

“You’re going to have your supporters and you’re going to have your opponents,” he said. “We face this on a
smaller scale with transmission lines that impact people. We face this with almost every single project we
work on. What we try to do is look at a balanced, fair way. You can’t totally mitigate everything. We do our
best. It’s more of a social thing where we’re trying to do things for the greater good. There may be some
individuals impacted. Well, let’s try to make that as less impactful as we possibly can. We really work on
that.”

Reid also spoke about a change in BC Hydro’s philosophy with doing business with different communities and
stakeholders.

“I was very pleased to hear the philosophy is changing,” said Mayor Lori Ackerman, who attended the
luncheon. “Their philosophy is now to leave communities better off. We’re used to working with the
petroleum producers and the pipeline companies – those who are involved in the oil and gas industry. As
communities, working with those companies, there are ups and downs, the bad and the ugly, but on the
whole, we have a good relationship with those organizations and entities. So, it’s nice to see Hydro has taken
that same approach to leave communities better off.”

Reid said the $7.9 billion price tag for Site C has not changed.



“As far as we’re concerned, that’s the number,” he said. “The majority of the time, when we work on our
capital projects, we are at or below budget. Occasionally you might get one that’s outside that, but that’s
usually ones we don’t spend so much up-front work on. We’ve done a tremendous amount of up-front work
on Site C. So, I’m very confident in the number.”

http://www.alaskahighwaynews.ca/article/20130619/FORTSTJOHN0101/130619922/-1/fortstjohn/debt-not-
okay-hadland

http://www.alaskahighwaynews.ca/article/20130619/FORTSTJOHN0101/130619922/-1/fortstjohn/debt-not-okay-hadland
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